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Five years after

n $100K kept
from students

9/11

BY MIKHAIL SEDOV
STAFF WRITER

As she stood puzzled, peering
at her club’s new budget outline,
Maria Giraldo’s plans for the upcoming school year were breaking down. The Archery Club’s
treasurer had hoped to update
the aging arsenal by purchasing
seven more bows for the 200member club and equip the archers with chest and arm guards.
But with a roughly 30 percent cut
from the previous year’s budget
down to $2,080, Giraldo must
now decide what to do about the
bleak outlook.
“Imagine what the Archery
Club would be without a bow?”
she questions, noting that a good
quality bow costs $350 and up. “If
USG gives us $1,000 for the equipment, we can only buy 3 bows.”
This is not counting the gear and
bows’ cases.
The undergraduate student
club budgets for the 2006-2007
year plunged a total of 23.8 percent to $75,545 from $99,316 last
year, according to the Student
Services Accounting Unit records
released last Thursday. The two
documents show approved budgets for 44 organizations, roughly
one hundred short of the budgets
that have yet to be submitted or
approved.
Among the most drastically
affected were Women in Islam,
dropping 38 percent; American
Marketing Association dropping
41 percent; United Chinese Language Association, dropping 49
percnt; Puerto Ricans for Involvement, Development and Enlightenment, dropping 71 percent;
Gay and Lesbian Alliance, dropping 73 percent; and Billiards &
Bowling, dropping 94 percent.
“We always threw the biggest
party of the semester with Latin
artists,” says Alexa Garcia, PRIDE’s
Treasurer whose club originally
requested $10,300. “Now we can’t
have that,” she adds. PRIDE still
plans to have an end-of-semester
party, however, this year, it will be
without a music band.
The UCLA may have to cut
back on its Chinese language
classes. Its president, Daniel
Zheng, complains that their new
budget does not offer enough
funds to purchase necessary textbooks, dictionaries, and audio
supplements. “We’ll probably

BY JANA KASPERKEVIC
FEATURES EDITOR

As time passes, sentiments remain
BY LAURA RAMIREZ
STAFF WRITER

Five years after 9/11, and the world has
moved on, cautiously. For New Yorkers, the
past five years have been about growing but
never forgetting that it happened. With movies already being made so soon after the tragedy, it seems like it happened ages ago. It seems
almost as if you were watching a World War II
film and felt completely apart from it.
But live is different from a movie. Five years
have passed and the new generation is being called the post 9/11 generation, as if this
were a different world altogether now. With
so many restrictions in place and limitations
when travelling, for some it is a safer world
and for others it’s too restrictive.

Before 9/11, no one in America had to
worry about taking a flight or going to work
and never coming back. Today we have to deal
with that reality. Although the hazards have always been there, today people are more aware
of them. The innocence of an age has slowly
been lost. With random bag checks performed
at the train stations and extra security at the
airports, it seems sometimes like life before
9/11 never happened. Rebuilding and remembering the lives lost seems to be the way most
people are dealing with it.
Many Baruch students remember that day
like it was yesterday, with vivid details of what
they were doing and what they felt. Like most

“9/11 hasn’t stopped, it’s still
here, it’s still with us. We can’t
forget,” said Father Robert Romano on Thursday, Sept. 7, during the “9/11 Stories of Survival,
Inspiration for the Future” event.
During the event, many of
the speakers explained that Sept.
11 was not just one day in history. “It was day after day, week
after week, month after month,”
stated Richard Zimbler, a resident in the financial district. Tania Head, who, with her fiancé,
worked at the World Trade Center and whose life was completely changed forever, shared her
story of survival with a Baruch
audience at the event.
“When you worked [at the
WTC] you really felt like you
made it to the top of the world,”
she said. Yet being so high on
top didn’t seem like such great
luck once the planes struck. “We
couldn’t touch the windows
because they were too hot,” described Head. She confided that
everything really changed when
she and her co-workers started
to see people jump, and she emphasized that it was “not just one
or two,” but many jumping off of
the North Tower.
They started evacuation and
walked down to floor 78 sky lobby, with the intention of taking
express elevators, when the second plane hit. This plane crashed
into the South Tower from floor
77 to floor 84. The wing of the
plane crashed through the lobby
where Head was located. Head
was hurt and her clothes caught
on fire.
“What I witnessed there I will
never forget. It was a lot of death
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Rave Wireless, unique tech at Baruch
BY CLAIRE LUI
STAFF WRITER

Baruch College will be among
the first of hundreds of universities
and colleges nationwide to participate in a new revolution in the use
of mobile phones on campus. Using innovative technologies created
by Rave Wireless Inc., students will
have access to unique communitybuilding and academic applications through their mobile phones.
Rave Wireless is the only company in the nation to provide a
comprehensive set of mobile applications and mobile phone programs that strengthen college and
university communities. It provides mobile and wireless services
pertinent to college students while
simultaneously enhancing the college experience, community and
convenience of college life.
With the launch of AirBaruch,
students can now use Rave-enabled mobile phones to access
applications and content specific
to their campus, providing students with tools to manage their
daily lives while also strengthening
community bonds and communication. Each student has the opportunity to select the interactive
groups, content and applications
they receive on their phone. “With
AirBaruch, students can check
the availability of loaner laptops
and study rooms, view course an-

nouncements, connect with faculty
and fellow students and receive
timely alerts from the college, all
from their mobile phone, anytime,
anywhere. The net result is a stronger academic community and a
greater level of service and convenience provided by the college to
its students” says Arthur Downing,
chief information officer and chief
librarian of the college.
Rave Wireless is created specifically to meet the demands of
higher education institutions with
its hybrid service which includes:
Rave Essentials, which sends immediate alerts and broadcasts and
Rave Academic, which converts
the phone into a learning tool and
teaching aid.
According to Downing, Rave
Wireless approached Baruch because they knew Baruch had a
strong technical record. “I was already interested in finding a way to
deliver services directly to students
and it was just a coincidence that
they called and agreed to design
around our needs,” he said.
It is very easy to register for this
free program, either through the
website or at the wireless store in
the cafeteria. It is not specific to
one cell phone carrier and students
can choose their options according to their preferences. Many faculty members and professors are
already utilizing this program to
send course alerts and updates to
students.

Inclusive in AirBaruch’s agenda
is the transmitting of services that
are delivered on the web to mobile
devices. Certain recorded lectures
which were previously available
online are now accessible on cell
phones through this medium.
“AirBaruch is one part of mobility on campus,” says Downing.
Instead of going to the computer
labs, students can now access their
computer needs through new mobile service.
About 1500 students at Baruch
are already using and experiencing
the technological advances of Rave
Wireless. Sophomore Rofa Abayon
was recommended to AirBaruch
by a friend and says, “It is great because it’s free and it helps us keep
in touch with each other.”
“One of the biggest reservations from Baruch students about
AirBaruch is whether it is free or
optional,” says Downing. AirBaruch is not only free and optional,
but a safe and convenient method
to remain updated about school,
“AirBaruch will improve our student experience by tightening the
connection between the college
and its students. We are a large,
commuter school, so we look for
ways to build a sense of community given that our students might
live an hour or more away and have
jobs and internships that take them
off-campus for as many as 40 hours
a week,” says Downing.
Commenting on it’s achieve-

ment, Robert Jones,
marketing director
of Rave Wireless
says, “This program
has been very successful not only at
Baruch but at other
institutions
such
as California State
University
Monterey Bay, Georgetown
University,
Montclair
State
University, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,
and University of
South Florida.”
Since technology is changing
everyday, Baruch
plans to scale up
the rest of the campus with even more
robust and faster
wireless
service
in all the campus
buildings. AirBaruch is just one of
the first steps of
VICTOR CHU I THE TICKER
taking “smart class- An AIRBaruch rep surfs wirelessly at the cafeteria
rooms” out of the
school and making
it accessible to the students where clude AirBaruch in it’s technologiever they are and this is one of the cal initiative is to serve the college
aims of the Baruch College Tech- student. “I encourage the use AirBaruch as it is one of the free sernology Center.
Baruch has various outstand- vices provided by Baruch that the
ing technological advances and it students should not miss out on,”
is no doubt that the choice to in- says Downing.

CUNY’s lofty new dorms
BY JANA KASPERKEVIC
FEATURES EDITOR

“Don’t just attend college, live
it!” states the homepage of The
Towers’ site—City College of New
York’s new dorms. The Towers, a
$56 million ultramodern complex
adorned with beige brick, is only
the second dorm in the CUNY system.
The first dorm is the Hunter
College Brookdale campus residence hall on East 25th street,
which houses 612 students.
“Some of our students want
to live closer to campus because
they spend long hours working
in laboratories or design studios.
Making housing available on
campus gives them an affordable
alternative to late–night subway
rides to the outer boroughs,” stated CCNY President Dr. Gregory H.
Williams.
However, the opportunity of
residing at The Towers id not just
limited to the CCNY students. On
July 11, many Baruch students
opened their Baruch email accounts to find the invitation to
visit The Towers’ website and possibly apply for their own apartment space. While living at The
Towers might still require Baruch
students to commute to school, it
will provide them with a chance to
be exposed to a “true college experience.”
The Baruch student body president, Bernard Banks, who spoke
at the freshmen convocation, expressed in his speech his hope
for future dorms for this incoming class. While Baruch students
might still have to wait for their
own dorms on campus, they can
take CCNY up on The Towers in
the meantime.
The Towers is located on
CCNY’s campus at St. Nicholas
Terrace and West 130th Street.
There are 164 apartments which

can hold 600 students and faculty
members. The suites and apartments offered to students include
fully furnished private or shared
bedrooms, all utilities included,
high-speed internet service, basic
cable service, local telephone service, air conditioning, microwave,
full-size refrigerator and cook-top
stove.
Students can use a variety of
facilities and services while living
at The Towers. These include: a
community lounge with wireless
internet, private courtyard and
patio area as well as 24-hour service desk, a seminar room, fitness
center, laundry room and, for security purposes, card access at all
entry points.
According to the website, The
Towers residence hall is a 21st
century residence with all of the
necessary components to provide
a “safe and comfortable living experience.” All visitors are screened
by the public safety personnel and
all guests are required to check-in
at the front desk and be accompanied by the resident student.
It is strongly recommend that
those interested apply as soon as
possible since students are accepted on a first come, first served
basis. The Towers’ website is updated daily to inform students
about which apartments and
suites have already been rented
out. At press time, all shared
one-bedroom apartments as well
as three private bedroom apartments have been filled.
Prices for the apartments range
from $775 to $1075 per month per
resident or $1100 a month for a
private studio. Students may request that their excess financial
aid be transferred directly to their
housing account. For more information about financial aid, housing, or to sign up for a tour of The
Towers visit www.ccnytowers.
com/ccny.
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Baruch cleans up act

USG REPORT
BY JESSICA BAPTISTE
LEISURE EDITOR

BY LAURA RAMIREZ
STAFF WRITER

Baruch is in the process of hiring an environmental officer, who
will lead compliance with Environmental Protection Agency standards and assist in audits. This will
be the first such position to be created at the school. It will be filled by
the end of the semester.
This spring, the EPA conducted
an audit of Baruch College as part
of a contract with CUNY with successful results. Since the EPA can
randomly conducts audits with the
help of an expert on campus, Baruch has the opportunity to do better each time.
In order to prepare for it, the
faculty, BCTC and students all took
part in the cleaning effort. A preaudit was conducted by Baruch to
identify potential hazards and student clubs also took part in cleaning up for the audit. Letters were
posted on the doors of the clubs in
which they were told to separate
e-waste such as unused computers and label them so that proper
action could be taken. With club
rooms being potentially filled with

unused electronic equipments,
the College inspected the offices
checking for the E-waste.
In the final submission from
the EPA there were ten findings for
Baruch, which are being properly
disposed of and was a better result
than expected. “The audit is effective because the school has corrected everything or is in the process of
it and plans are being established
to prevent future recurrence,” says
Howard Apsan, CUNY director of
environmental health and safety.
Because other colleges have been
audited before Baruch, the school
took the opportunity to learn from
their mistakes.
E-waste was the biggest issue at
Baruch but all of it was corrected in
the pre-audit and by the time the
EPA audited the school, no e-waste
was actually found on the campus.
With truckloads of it being disposed
of from the school, the college prepared itself to have fine results and
a secure school.
“Baruch did an excellent job of
coming together, the lack of violations speaks for itself,” says Jim
Lloyd, assistant vice president of
campus operations.

Baruch’s rankings published
BY PETER SIPSAS
STAFF WRITER

Baruch College is featured in the
new editions of both The Princeton
Review and U.S. News and World
Report college reviews and rankings, respectively.
The Princeton Review recommends high school students apply
to Baruch College in its 2007 edition of “The Best Northeastern Colleges.”
In U.S. News and World Report’s
“America’s Best Colleges 2007,” Baruch is ranked fortieth for universities in the North that offer both undergraduate and masters programs.
Among public colleges on that list,
Baruch is tied for sixth place.
Noted in these publications is
the fact that the college has an increasingly selective acceptance rate
for incoming freshmen.
According to “America’s Best
Colleges 2007,” only two schools in
the region that offer a full range of
undergraduate and master’s programs are more selective than Baruch.
The Princeton Review indicates
that all selected colleges have “excellent academic programs and
have been selected from several
hundred Northeastern schools
based on institutional data they collect about schools, their surveys of
students attending them, and their
visits to schools over the years.”
U.S. News and World Report
evaluates colleges based on SAT
scores, class rank of incoming high
school students, acceptance rates,
average alumni donations, student/
faculty ratio, class size, graduation
rates, peer assessments, retention
rates and other variables.
While acknowledging the rankings as heavily quantitative, Zane
Berzins, news director of Baruch’s
communications and marketing
department says, “Baruch College
is still very pleased to be featured in
[the Best Northeastern Colleges.]”
Quotes from Baruch students
appear in this year’s edition, offering overwhelmingly positive testimonials:
“Generally, professors are easily
accessible after class, and depending on the class, professors will hold
discussions and not just lecture;”
“Students are also encouraged to
participate and ask and answer
questions, even in a 500-student
intro class;” “Fantastic equity trading floor;” “Popular and accessible
internships;” “A nice new gym that
is free of charge;” And, “The best
public school for accounting in the
state of New York.”
Students also said “Baruch is a
microcosm of many of the different neighborhoods of New York

City, where diversity is a big plus. It
helps bring a cornucopia of thought
and ideas to almost every class.”
Baruch was ranked as the most diverse college in New York state by
U.S. News and World Report and has
had a long reputation of being the
most diverse college in the country.
This year, Baruch ranked second in
a three-way tie for the most diverse
college in the country.
Baruch’s Zicklin School of Business is considered in a category of
undergraduate business programs
that are accredited by the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools
of Business.
U.S. News and World Report
surveyed deans and senior faculty
about the quality of the undergraduate business program with which
they are familiar. These rankings
are exclusively based on this peer
survey.
Baruch’s Zicklin School of Business undergraduate program was
ranked second in the New York/
New Jersey metropolitan area, second to The NYU Stern Undergraduate College. Zickin’s undergraduate
business program ranked 51 nationally.

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Bernard Banks reported that
the Multipurpose room is being
refurnished. The date of completion has not yet been confirmed.
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Unused technology, or E-waste, tagged for review in the spring EPA audit.

Students invited to
challenge the Fed
BY SHELLEY NG
NEWS EDITOR

The Federal Reserve Bank
of New York has invited Baruch
College to participate in the Fed
Challenge, a rigorous competition about developing and implementing American monetary
policy.
“I was elated when Baruch
was chosen. This is a distinguishment,” said Michael Carew, who
will advise the Baruch Fed Challenge team with fellow economics and finance professor, Suparna Chakraborty.
Based on schools’ excellence
in economics and finance, 25 colleges and universities nationwide
are selected by the New York Fed
to compete in three rounds each
of 20-minute presentations and
15-minute Q&A sessions. Undergraduates are charged with the
duty of researching economic
trends and presenting their findings and recommendations to
a panel of economists, scholars
and Federal Reserve officials.
“What we expect in Baruch is
to promote, recruit and organize
in Sept. In October, we will have
an internal Baruch competition
and select the best candidates for
a team and have a back-up team,”
said Carew. Each team will consist of three to five students, who
will be concentrating on the activities of the Federal Open Market Committee—a subset of the
Federal Reserve. The Fed is in
charge of the management of the
money supply and regulation of

the American banking system.
The FOMC examines the underlying market trends and makes
judgments that will permit stable
economic growth.
The students chosen for the
Baruch Fed Challenge team will
then attend a monetary policy
seminar at the New York Federal
Reserve. After passing the first
round and semi-finals, teams
will travel to Washington, D.C. to
present their research to a panel,
which will include Ben Bernanke, chairman of the Federal Reserve Board.
The winning team will split
the grand prize of approximately
$80,000 in half among themselves
and their academic department.
Three runner-up teams will also
be given prize money to share.
Undergrads interested in participating in the Fed Challenge
should attend an informational
meeting this Thursday at 12:30
p.m. and Wednesday, Sept. 20 at
1 p.m. Students should be ready
to commit to the project at the
meeting. Both conferences will
be held in the Subotnick Center
in the library building. So far, 30
students have already submitted
applications to participate.
Undergrads need not be business majors. Carew says, “We’re
looking for people who can make
a convincing presentation and
have an interest in monetary formulation.”
For more information about
the Fed Challenge, visit www.
ny.frb.org/education/fedchallenge_college.html.

VICE PRESIDENT’S REPORT (ANTHONY
HERNANDEZ)
Anthony Hernandez reported
that that lawyer services offered
by USG through the Office of Student Life might be extended. The
Immigration and General Practice
lawyers are currently available
Tuesdays and Wednesdays. More
information will be offered about
the additional days in the next
meeting.
Hernandez
officially
announced three positions:
-Leanne Wong: Vice President
of Campus Affairs
-Denise Nolasco: Vice President of Legislative Affairs
-Ari Jahja: Chair of Appeals
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT
Mary Grace Torres reported that
a memo will be sent out next week
to all clubs who have not received
their budgets for an interview.
Ari Jahja stated that the interviews will start on Sept. 11 for the
new allocations of club budgets.
CAMPUS AFFAIRS
Leanne Wong reported that
she is planning a Kickoff Party to
welcome students back to school.
The tentative dates are Sept. 28 or
Oct. 5.
LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS
Denise Nolasco stated that she
has started a voter registration
initiative. She is working on coordinating events to get students to
register to vote. Voter registration
tables will be located on the second floor lobby
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Ana Kovziridze reported that
she is working on recruiting students, especially freshman, to join
college committees.
USG currently has the following positions open: treasurer, two
evening upper senators, two day
time senators and two evening
lower senators. The elections will
take place on Tuesday, Sept. 19 at
6 p.m. in Room 3-270. To submit
a candidacy, please e-mail usg@
baruch.cuny.edu.

Textbook prices raise eyebrows “Soft skills” to be taught at
BY JESSICA BAPTISTE
LEISURE EDITOR

The cost of textbooks has skyrocketed in the past few years. In
addition to already inflated prices, publishers are often including workbooks and CD-ROMs in
their latest editions, which further increase the price of books.
In an August article, USA Today reported that students can
spend an average of $900 on new
textbooks each semester. According to the Government Accountability Office, “Textbooks are a
niche market, and the price to
produce them is incredibly high,
compared to, say, a novel, where
thousands of copies are printed
on cheaper paper and ink.”
Many students are finding alternative ways to buy their books.
One way is to purchase the international edition from websites
like Abebooks.com. These books
are printed on cheaper paper,
which allows them to be sold at
a discounted price. These books
cannot be resold to the college
bookstore.
Another effective way to find
cheap textbooks is to trade with
other students. MONEY magazine suggests sites like BooksOnCampus.com and CampusBookswap.com where students

can find other students who are
willing to swap books.
Comparison websites such
as Mysimon.com help students
to locate books at the cheapest
price possible. Websites including BookFinder.com and Half.
com also offer most editions for
almost half the price. Students
need to be careful of the seller’s
return policies, shipping costs
and estimated shipping times
when dealing with online services.
Several groups pushing for
lower textbook prices have
sprung up in recent months, including The Student Public Interest Research Group. Their efforts
have prompted state legislators
to introduce more than 40 bills
and resolutions in 15 states this
year to combat the high cost of
textbooks. In addition, last June,
Congress appointed a federal
advisory panel to investigate the
rising costs of textbooks.
USA Today reported that in
New York and Maryland, there
have been proposals to exempt textbooks from sales tax.
In Washington, faculty must
consider lower-cost options for
books, and in Connecticut, publishers must reveal prices to faculty members before releasing
their textbooks.

new Development Center
BY DANA ANDERSON
STAFF WRITER

Baruch College recently received a $2 million grant pledge
from the Starr Foundation, which
will be used to revamp the Career
Development Center and retool it
as the “Starr Development Center.”
While Baruch is the first known
college to undertake such a largescale initiative, it is hardly the
first to emphasize improving soft
skills composed of cognitive oral
communication, personal qualities, work ethic, and interpersonal
teamwork skills. Debate has taken
place for years regarding whether
or not this can be taught at all and,
if so, what method to use.
The funding will not only improve existing infrastructure that
helps to develop technical skills,
but will also be used to “take the
talents they [students] already have
to the surface,” says Donna Haggarty, the executive director for
strategic partnerships at Baruch. It
will also be used to bring business
leaders to campus to show students
how they think, act and interact—
an improvement upon the current
Executives on Campus program.
The Starr Foundation has also
endorsed the possibility of match-

ing up to $3 million for fundraising
conducted by the college over the
next two years.
A recent survey by the National
Association of Colleges and Employers shows that hiring managers
are strongly influenced by implicit
factors such as “grooming” and
“handshake quality.”
President Kathleen Waldron
said that this program is more
about helping students become
“self-assured and polished professionals with unlimited opportunities, and preparing them to compete at premier levels,” and less
about “molding students into what
they are not.”
The Starr Foundation, a frequent
donor to areas such as education,
human needs, public policy and
environment, has earned a reputation at Baruch. The foundation donated approximately $5.6 million
over the past eight years to form the
International Internship program,
the creation of the C.V. Starr Scholarship fund, and donations to the
Global Student Initiative.
One of Starr’s vice presidents,
Courtney O’Malley, noted, “Baruch
students have completely charmed
us. They’re different; they don’t give
off the same aura of arrogance you
get elsewhere.”
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Five years after 9/11: stories of survival
ß CONTINUED FROM FRONT
and destruction but I also saw
hope,” she said referring to “the
man with red bandana,” as media
has dubbed him. He saved her life,
but lost his life helping firemen in
the lobby.
Following Sept 11, Head described herself as totally destroyed
and trying to pick up pieces of her
life, which she was able to do with
an advice from a friend who told
her to “find meaning to [her] loss.”
“I feel this need to rise above
these attacks, these acts of hate,”
said Head, who serves as co-Chair
of the Steering Committee of the
World Trade Center Survivors’ Network and the WTC-Widows/Widowers as well as being the executive
director of Dave’s Children, a foundation in memory of her fiancé.
While Head nervously played
with her water bottle, Zimbler,
who worked across from WTC, informed audience that Dave, Head’s
fiancé who worked on floor 100 of
the North Tower, in fact did not survive the events of Sept. 11. Zimbler
admitted that his story isn’t as admirable as that of Head or any other’s survivors. “I became less afraid
of change. [9/11 has] given me, [not
restored], my faith in people and
in what the ordinary person can
accomplish if they decide to make
change and help,” he stated.
Zimbler recalled meeting volunteers from all parts of the country,
including a miner from Pennsylvania who helped build the WTC and
was now helping take it apart.
“We needed to reach to our
friends in New York,” stated Richard Williams, a survivor of the 1996
Oklahoma City bombing. “Several
of those people who responded to
Oklahoma City were killed in 9/11
and so we became ‘Brothers in
tragedy.’” Williams, who was contacted by Head, stated that during
such times it’s important to connect and be with friends. “There is

Needless club
budget cuts
ß CONTINUED FROM FRONT
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Rabbi Craig Miller, Mohammad Razvi and Father Robert Romano discuss the ongoing effects of 9/11.
no blueprint for how you are going
to heal,” he said. However, he did
recommend three things that other
speakers stressed as well: family,
faith and friends.
“There was a lot of faith in NYC,”
stated Romano disagreeing with
Zimbler’s comment about lack of
faith in New York City. “Three thousand people died, but 20,000 people
were saved because of people who
ran into the buildings, the unknown
soldiers, rather than away.” He as
the Deputy Chief NYPD Chaplain,
celebrated mass at the WTC site
until mid-June 2002 and to this day
sings “God Bless America” at the
end of each mass. To those who
object, he has only one thing to say:
“Find another parish, find another
country.”
Romano, who was listening to
Howard Stern when he heard of
the attack, admitted to having cried

when he saw other states’ firefighters arrive at the scene, “We were
truly United States.”
Rabbi Craig Miller, who became
a certified Red Cross Chaplain, used
his faith to help and unite people.
“We were in this together,” he said,
and despite the friendly jabs at their
religious differences, both Rabbi Joseph Potasnik, the FDNY Chaplain,
and Romano agreed. Miller also
described how Jews, Christians and
Muslims grieved together, sharing
Kosher food, “We need to take care
of ourselves and to take care of one
another.”
Potasnik recalled a firefighter
telling him, “I don’t want anything
for myself, but for my family and
friends I only want tomorrow.” Potasnik then added, “That’s what we
have to do for survivors.”
Mohammad Razvi, the executive
director of Council of Peoples Orga-

nization, discussed the hardships
of Muslim communities during
this time. He described how hard it
was to explain to his children that
the people who committed these
attacks were said to practice their
religion and the times his daughter
was pushed down the stairs, and
had her scarf pulled off.
Deportation and arrests as well
as dealings with federal agents and
the Immigration and Naturalization Service were issues that Razvi
touched upon. He stressed the importance of legalizing illegal aliens
so that they could be tracked, rather than just be arrested for having a
suspicious name. Razvi addressed
the issues of racial profiling and the
delays and searches on airplanes.
Romano, on the other hand,
stated that “those little inconveniences are nothing compared to
[9/11].”

reject a few students for this
class. We don’t have enough materials,” he says.
It was not clear why three
clubs with a large chunk of money
stashed in private accounts got a
rise in funds for this years’ budget. Phi Eta Sigma, which privately
stores roughly $17,048, got $675, a
92 percent increase from last year.
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
and AEISEC, which store $1,339
and $843 in private budgets, got
$5,600 and $3,430, 7.5 and 13 percent, respectively. At the same
time, ASEDOM, a club with ties
to Mary Grace Torres, secretary of
USG, got $1,745, a 10 percent increase from the last year. Torres was
once ASEDOM’s secretary. She was
also a chair on USG’s Finance Committee when ASEDOM’s budget for
this year was decided.
Bernard Banks, president of the
Undergraduate Student Government, which was in charge of allocating and voting on the clubs’
budgets, refused to discuss anything related to the budget cuts.
Good news for the clubs came
from Carl Aylman, director of the
Office of Student Life. “We didn’t
realize there is so much money
left,” Aylman said. A private company, which was hired to audit the
college’s finances, did not count the
leftovers from the previous budgets in a timely matter. The money
ended up not being reported to
the USG and stored in separate accounts, which may altogether approach $100,000.
Aylman suggests that clubs
which suffered from budget cuts
appeal for funds from this pool. Aylman said the college plans to use
a portion of these funds to put new
carpets in the third floor club area
and revamp the second floor TV
lounge.
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Welcome back.
Time to get going.

If you’re looking for direction in your career, just read
the signs. They’ll tell you we’ve created an environment
that’s conducive to personal and professional growth and
success. At Ernst & Young, we offer the opportunity to learn
from some of the best talent in the industry, early in your
career. So, early in your school year, visit us on campus,
or at ey.com/us/careers.
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Opinion
Memoirs
of a Julián

Plan under the lens
JAE H. CHUNG
(CNN) On Jan. 7, 2004, President Bush
outlined a plan to revamp the nation’s immigration laws and allow some 8 million illegal
immigrants to obtain legal status as temporary workers. Pro or Con?
(http://www.cnn.com/2004/ALLPOLITICS/01/07/bush.immigration/index.html)
Pro: According to Prof. Bainbridge, a law
professor at UCLA, Bush’s immigration plan
solves America’s immigration problems
while offering a myriad of economic benefits and bolstering America’s security. Prof.
Bainbridge maintains that Bush’s proposal is
not amnesty. He substantiates his argument
by stating that Bush’s proposal never questions the status of illegal immigrants. However, Bush is providing all employed illegal
immigrants the opportunity to apply for his
Temporary Worker Program, which grants
the participant a 3-year work visa. This permit is renewable once for a total of 6-years
in the United States and once the program
concludes, the worker will be expected to
return to their home country. Any worker
who breaks the law or fails to stay employed
during the time period will be deported to
their country of citizenship. Prof. Bainbridge
argues further that Bush’s proposal only rewards working undocumented immigrants.
Any illegal immigrant who fails to maintain

employment will not be eligible for any social
services (e.g. welfare, social security, health,
etc.) Since the new workers will pay taxes, any
social services used by these workers will not
unduly burden citizens. Bainbridge maintains that this program will provide U.S. employers with low cost labor. Also U.S. jobs will
not get outsourced by the program because
employers must prove that they cannot find
U.S. citizens to fill the positions. According to
Bainbridge, “It’s good for national security.
Regularizing the undocumented will help
Homeland Security get a better handle on
who is in the country and where they are.”
( h t t p : / / w w w. p r o f e s s o r b a i n b r i d g e.
com/2004/01/bushs_immigrati.html)
(http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2004/01/20040107-3.html)
Con: According to workersparty.org,
Bush’s proposition serves as a gateway for
grossly exploiting immigrant laborers. Workersparty.org maintains that “14 million undocumented workers, largely concentrated
in such low wage sectors as hotels, restaurants, agriculture and construction suffer
intense exploitation, discrimination and
persecution. Granting a small percentage of
these workers temporary work permits and
in turn, keeping them directly under the
thumb of the employers and the government
will not change things. Temporary workers
will still find the right to unionize, to speak
out, even to change jobs or demand a living

wage, denied at every turn. The very fact that
the government will establish a legal caste
of second-class workers will put even more
downward pressure on the wages of citizens
and legal immigrants.” WP says that “the
demand for equal rights for everyone living
in the country is an elementary principle of
democracy. It is also a vital condition for advancing the working class struggle for emancipation. When everyone is guaranteed equal
rights and workers have the same standards
of wages and working conditions, they are in
a better position to overcome competition
and division in their ranks and advance their
common interests.” The website is advocating
equal rights and full citizenship for undocumented aliens.
(http://www.workersparty.org/tempworker-program_1-11-04.htm)
I find President Bush’s temporary worker
program to be reasonable. His proposal has
the net benefits of low cost labor by laborers
willing to take jobs U.S. citizens rebuff. As far
as the workers rights proposed by WP, it’s immaterial or at most self-interested. If workers
are willing to endure the “most gruesome
backbreaking labor” for what Americans
deem as a “low wage,” then it’s most probably
because they’re better off in America than
in their home country. You must remember
that these workers apply to this program on
their own initiative. Uncle Sam did not coerce their signatures.

The Baruch class rush
THOMAS CROCKETT
Why are we always in a hurry? I notice
that everyday I end up walking somewhere
really fast, even if I am not in a hurry. You see
people all the time, running to catch the train
when there will be another coming in two
minutes. My friends from California and other states have made comments to me about
how New Yorkers are always moving and always have something to keep them busy. I
never thought about this before, but it made
me ask myself, what am I hurrying for?
I was walking through Times Square the

other day when I noticed that it is very easy
to tell who is a New Yorker and who is a visitor. New Yorkers hurdle through the tourists,
who walk around passively, looking up at all
the neon signs. New Yorkers get angry and
scowl as they try to get past groups of people
that are “walking too slow.” Perhaps, we are
just walking too fast. Ferris Bueller put it well
when he said “Life moves pretty fast. If you
don’t stop and look around once in a while,
you could miss it.” How many people really
take the time to stop and enjoy the day? Everyone says that summer went by so fast. Did
it? Or did we make it go by fast?
It is funny that as college students we
do sometimes stall a little bit here. I know
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of some 5-year seniors still enjoying themselves here, living the college life. Why are we
in a hurry to graduate college? Unlike high
school, where you are supposed to get out in
a timely fashion, college is a time where you
can spend a few extra moments discovering
where you want to go in life and how you
want your future to unfold. It is interesting to
see that even here at Baruch there are many
students that come back after long periods of
time being away from school. I guess knowledge is one thing that we allow ourselves to
take some time with. For everything else, I
suggest that we learn to slow down and just
enjoy life.
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The opinions expressed on this
pages are those of the individual
writers, and do not necessarily
represent those of The Ticker. The
Ticker opinion page welcomes
submissions from students and
faculty.They can be e-mailed to
tickeroped@yahoo.com or delivered
to the Ticker office on the third floor
of the Vertical Campus, Room 3-290.
Letters must be signed and will

appear as space permits. The word
limit is 400 words. Essays must be
300 - 750 words. The editor reserves
the right to edit and condense
submmissions for length as well
as clarity.
The author’s name is usually
published but may be withheld for
compelling reasons, at the editor’s
discretion. All submissions are
subject to an editorial board vote.

Heather:
From my past
experience
with
another
college
publication,
I
thought it would
be difficult to make
new friends. Julian,
and the rest of the
staff shattered this
FROM THE EDITOR
false conception
that I was nothing
JULIÁN ARENZON
but a mere outsider. Although Julian’s departure from The
Ticker saddens me, I know this is not his
final goodbye and we will always remain
good friends.
Victor:
Here is your memoir. Someone once
said being Opinion Editor is the easiest job
at The Ticker. That might still hold true, but
you have transformed from being someone
without an opinion, to someone with too
much opinion, though on a narrow span of
trivial subjects. You have proven that you
are Baruch’s Opinion Editor. Holding steadfast to this sought-after position certifies
your tenure. This was written in your style
and mood, which explains the graveness.
Rob:
You feel lazy now, not focused on everyday work, and less energetic. Your imagination and fantasy are taking over your life.
You are more creative. But you tend to lose
energy more quickly. You also avoid the real
world. Daily horoscope provided by Robert
Benimoff. Your lucky numbers are 13, 9, 8,
27, 6 and 48.
Shelley:
The Ticker is losing the only award-winning editor and writer we have on staff. No
one else can blend concise, contemptuous
sarcasm with humorous, witty remarks like
you. No one else has the editorial skill to
quickly identify and correct the flaws and
holes of an article like you. I’ve always liked
your writing style and enjoy reading whatever you write (no matter how bad you thought
it was). I’m sad to see you leave the paper,
but I know that you’ll still be a familiar face
around here. Besides, it’s all the more time
for us to spend time outside of the office. I
love you, my cheeky little monkey. You rock
my world!
Emmanuel:
Your unrealistic view of how good …
ahem, average, the Argentine soccer teams
are reminds me of how innocent you still
are. As a person who has ADD, I found it
therapeutic to drive a Ford Focus, so I recommend you buy a Dodge Charger. Now
that you’re leaving, I have no more eye candy. You will be missed, you good looking,
sexy and steamy young man. And remember, Just say No!
Yury:
Julian, you crazy broad. I know of no other person that can do what you did with that
soccer ball. Wow. Your opinions have been
scathing, yet mildly titillating. No one can
master that seemingly impossible combination. But above all, you are a great friend and
you’ll do well. Shelley: No, he’s my monkey.
Julian:
In the candy shop of life, I always went
for the jawbreakers. After my two and a half
years working at The Ticker, this is the hardest article to write. Some of my most memorable moments at Baruch involve this newspaper. Though the paper has been good to
me I realize that that I need to move on. Like
any other experience in life, it needs to come
to an end. Let this be my last word. This.

ABOUT US
The Ticker is published weekly by the Ticker
editorial staff at:
One Bernard Baruch Way
Suite 3-290
New York, NY 10010
All work except printing is done by Baruch
students. All contributions and letters are
welcome. Our office is open during regular
school hours. Any display or advertising

questions should be directed to the
advertising manager, at the above address
or ticker_ads@baruch.cuny.edu.
Please direct all other inquires to:
ticker@baruch.cuny.edu or you can reach
us at (646) 312-4710. The Ticker welcomes
comments and suggestions as well as
information about error.
Volume 90, Issue 2
Established 1932
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Interested in business
writing? Get your articles
published by The Ticker.
Submit them to tickerbiz@gmail.com
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Leisure

The Ticker is starting a new advice column with
“Experienced Tae” to answer your questions on:
• Relationships • Family • Parenting • School • Work • Finance
Students can submit their questions to: ExperiencedTae@Yahoo.com
UNDER EXTREME CASES OR AT THE QUESTIONER’S REQUEST,
TAE CAN ALSO PROVIDE EXPERT ADVICE FROM PROFESSIONALS
Anonymous questions are welcomed.

DID YOU KNOW THIS ABOUT BARUCH?

An ode to
the avocado

The Vertical Campus: A history lesson
BY EMILIA SOTIROVA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

HOW BIG IS THE VERTICAL CAMPUS?
“It is the largest single building
built for higher education in New
York City,” Dr. Carl Aylman, Director of Student Life says proudly.
He is referring to Baruch’s most
renowned building--the Vertical
Campus, commonly known as the
VC.
The VC officially opened in 2001.
It is home to the Zicklin School of
Business and Weissman School of
Arts and Sciences. It rises 14 floors
above street level and occupies almost the entire block between 24th
and 25th Street on Lexington Avenue.
The building’s nearly 800,000
square feet are distributed among
102 “smart” classrooms stacked
with the latest technology, 14 research labs, 36 computer labs, more
than 500 offices, two auditoriums, a
food court, a bookstore, a pool and
an athletic and basketball court.
The six elevators, nicknamed
“the six-pack,” hold up to 45 people
each and stops on every third floor-the 5th, 8th and 11th floors. The
reason behind this decision was to
speed up the traffic and reduce the
lines and waiting time for riders,
which used to take up to 15 minutes in other buildings.
HOW MUCH DID IT COST TO BUILD?
The total cost of the VC was
approximately $319.4 million.
The building replaced two leased
buildings, which allowed the City
University of New York to save $19
million annually in payments for

WHO BUILT THE VERTICAL CAMPUS?
Kohn Pederson Fox and Associates (KPF) which constructed the
World Financial Centre in Shanghai, Procter and Gamble world
headquarters, Gannett/USA Today corporate headquarters and
the World Bank headquarters in
Washington, DC also designed the
VC together with TDX Corporation
and the Dormitory Authority of the
State of New York (DASNY) as the
project managers.
The DASNY also worked on The
Information and Technology Building, which includes the Newman
Library completed in 1994, and the
School of Public Affairs, completed
in 2000. They are also planning to
renovate the The Lawrence and Eris
Field Building (23rd Street Building) at 17 Lexington Avenue starting within the next 5 years.

BARUCH BEAT: CALENDER OF EVENTS
Monday, September 11th
8:30 am - 1:00 pm
9/11 Remembrance Office of Student Life VC Room 2-125
8:30 am - 8:30 pm
9/11 Remembrance Office of Student Life 2nd Floor Lobby
9:00 am - 8 pm
Voter Registration Office of Student Life 2nd Floor Lobby
12:30 pm - 2:30 pm
NASSA Membership Drive NAASA
VC 2nd Floor Lobby
6pm - 10pm
Auditions for fall production
– “Blade to heat” Men & women of
all ethnicities, Ages 18 – 30. Fine &
Performing Arts Department, B3130 (take the 24th St side elevator
to BC and turn left.)
Tuesday, September 12th
9:00 am - 8 pm
Voter Registration Office of Student Life 2nd Floor Lobby
12:30 pm - 2:30 pm
Modeling Auditions, Call Backs
Shop of Style VC Room 2-110
12:30 pm - 2:30 pm
Informational Alpha Phi Delta VC
Room 3-125
12:30 pm - 2:30 pm
Membership Drive Hispanic Drive
VC 2nd Floor
12:15pm - 1:45pm
Dude… Where’s My Job? (Mitsui lunch-time forum) Speaker:
Marcel Legrand, senior V.P, Strategy and Corporate Development of
Monster.com. Understanding the
international economic trends, behavioral predictions, and marketplace expectations that will shape
employment, jobs and labor.
Newman Conference Center, Room
750
151 East 25th Street
6pm -10pm
Auditions for fall production
– “Blade to heat” Men & women of
all ethnicities, Ages 18 - 30 By Fine
& Performing Arts Department B3-

BY ANGELA MELAMUD

the leased space. Before the VC was
built, Baruch College rented space
on 111 East 18th Street and 360
Park Avenue.
The lease for these two buildings expired in July 2001, when the
VC was still under construction.
When it opened its doors for students in September 2001, only the
top stories were fully completed.
Construction continued during the
2001-2002 school year on the lower
floors, the food court area and the
athletic and performance facilities, which were completed in the
spring of 2002.
“It was hammering and banging,” recalls Aylman who had a construction worker in his office for the
whole academic year working on
the ventilation system.

130
12:30pm - 2:30pm
Game Day. Kappa Aphla Alpha.
Room TBA
Wednesday, September 13th
9:00 am - 8 pm
Voter Registration Office of Student Life 2nd Floor Lobby
12:30 pm - 2:30 pm
The Nisanov Zone with Rabbi Nisanov Hebrew Cultural Club VC
3-240
3:00 pm - 7:00 pm
Health Fair Student Development
VC 2nd Floor Lobby
4:00 pm -7:00 pm
Welcome Back Graduate Event By
Zicklin School VC 1st Floor Cafeteria
6pm
Io Ensemble
Engelman Recital Hall, BPAC
Tickets free for Baruch Students.
Reservations available through the
BPAC Box Office.
Thursday, September 14th
9:00 am – 8 pm
Voter Registration Office of Student Life 2nd Floor Lobby
12:30 pm – 2:30 pm
Greek Fest Alpha Phi Delta, Kappa
Phi Alpha, Sigma Lambda Upsilon,
Theta Phi Gamma VC 2nd Floor
Lobby
12:30pm
Welcome Back Meeting. Investment Banking Club. Room 7-155
12:30pm
Corporate Presentations – by Abbott Laboratories Professional development program & internship
program. Room 2-125
12:25pm - 2:30pm
Teach-In: Iraq: What went wrong
History Department Speakers: Dr
Ervand Abrahamian, Distinguished
Professor of History. Dr. Thomas
Heinrich, Associate Professor of

SEE BARUCH BEAT ON PAGE 9

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

THE TICKER ARCHIVE AND ROBERT BENIMOFF

Top: Gramercy Hotel, which was demolished in 2001 to become
the Vertical Campus. Bottom: the VC as we know it.
HOW DID IT GET ITS NAME?
“The Academic Complex” was
the original working name of the
building. This sounded somewhat
dry and a bit too academic to Baruch’s faculty and administration
who played around with different

names and at the end came up
with its current name--the Vertical
Campus because, “architecturally,
it [the VC] represents a campus
that’s stacked up,” says Aylman.

SEE HISTORY ON PAGE 9

An avocado is certainly an acquired taste. Its savory, butterysmooth flesh can surely stir the
taste senses of many. It may take
an individual quite some time to
learn to appreciate the delicate essence of this fruit. Yes, the avocado
is indeed a fruit. I must admit, I
have had my share of arguments
concerning this issue. But wholeheartedly, I had to come to the realization that something is in fact a
fruit if it contains seeds.
Avocados are enjoyed in the
same way as vegetables. However,
they are not only for salad toppers or, most prevailingly, guacamole, but also breads, desserts
and creams for facials and body
massages. Yes, you read correctly—body massages. The Taiwanese eat avocados with milk and
sugar, Indonesians blend avocado
with milk, coffee and rum to make
a delectable cold drink, while the
Japanese add it to sushi.
When choosing an avocado,
make sure it is not bruised and free
of wrinkles. While squeezing the
avocado might be tempting, resist
these urges with all of your might!
Instead, look at the stem end. If the
avocado is ripe, its stem will pull
right out.
Whether you include avocado
in your favorite tuna salad, or simply eat them whole with a little bit
of salt to taste, the avocado can
enhance eating experiences in the
most immeasurable way. Enjoy!
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POSITIVE THINKING

Analyzing habits: ways to break bad cycles

G R A D UAT E S C H O O L O F E D U C AT I O N A N D
H U M A N D E V E LO P M E N T

BY CHANDRESH BHARDWAJ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Habits start out too weak to
be felt, and end up becoming too
strong to get out of. Your habits
form your character. In the struggle
to build strong character, people
continually make and break habits. I am surprised that people label
their habits as either good or bad!
You should understand the
whole science of habits instead of
blindly making and breaking them.
It’s like using a cheap detergent to
remove a stain from clothing, and
later using another chemical to remove the stain of that cheap detergent from the clothing. This cycle
goes on and on.
How should you get rid of this
endless cycle of habits? First of all,
you need to understand that there
are no good or bad habits. I believe
that when any action or activity becomes a habit, it’s not good at all.
For example, if you smoke, don’t
try to quit smoking by forming the
new habit of taking medicine or using patches. Instead, try to understand the whole science of smoking. You must understand that it’s
your health, so you have to take
care of it. Do you remember the
reasons why you started smoking?
Was it peer influence or did it seem
like a cool thing at the time? Asking
these questions will help you realize the stupidity of why you started
in the first place.
After you understand the whole
situation, you should then try to
reduce it day by day. I can assure
you that you will be able to give it
up soon. All you need is a desire to
change along with full discipline
and awareness that there is a need
to change.

Hey Seniors.
What’s next?

gsehd.gwu.edu/programs

Earn a master’s degree and teaching
license 13 months after graduating
from college.
We offer generous tuition assistance
and stipends to full-time students.
Our graduates enjoy a 100%
employment rate in the DC-metro area.
Specialize in elementary, secondary or
special education.

Don’t make the mistake of forming so-called “good habits” becauset there is no such thing. Whenever you see yourself starting a new
habit, drop it immediately. Even
the habit of studying all the time is
not good. Try to balance everything
in life. Take time to read your favorite books, spend time with your
family and friends or watch TV and
movies.
I am not saying to give up all the
good actions in your life. Partake in
them, but don’t become obsessed,
and don’t make a habit of doing
them like a machine. Condition
yourself in such a way that you can
start a new action only by com-

History of the VC
ß CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8
WHEN THE NEIGHBORS COMPLAIN
As construction speeded
up, residents of Gramercy Park
became concerned with having such a tall building in the
area blocking sun light, and
possibly having college students sneaking a peek at their
apartments.
Thus, they filed a law suit
which resulted in changing
the original plans and reduc-

ing the building to 14 floors
above ground and designing
atriums which allow filtering
of sunlight diagonally from the
top of the building and along
the southern side all the way
to the exterior plazas on the
north side. The exterior at the
high rise levels is a combination of profiled metal panels
and glass wall which also allows for a high distribution of
light.

BARUCH BEAT
ß CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8
History. Dr. Veena Oldenburg,
Profesor of History. Dr. Glenn
Peterson, Professor of Anthropolog.Room 5-150
12:30 pm to 2:30 pm
Ice cream/Info Day II Kappa
Phi Alpha. Room 9-135

Full-time teacher
preparation
programs begin
May 2007.
Learn more at

6pm
Corporate Presentations – by
Bloomberg Subotnick Financial Center
Friday, September 15th
12 pm - 4 pm
Career Day Career Development Center. Vertical Campus
basement gym

pletely giving up the old one. But
think over what you just read and
decide for yourself. Remember, it’s
your life. So take excellence personally!
Students are welcome to send their
comments, doubts and questions.
Also, if students feel that they are not
motivated enough in doing something or they are facing some problems in life, feel free to e-mail me at
cbh2207@gmail.com and I will try
my best to answer you. To read more
of my articles, log on to theticker.org,
and type ‘Chandresh Bhardwaj’ in
Search.

www.gwu.edu/gradinfo
00770

THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION INSTITUTION CERTIFIED TO OPERATE IN VA BY SCHEV.

Representatives
will be at the
Idealist.org
Graduate School
Fair at NYU
September 14th
5:00 pm - 8:00 pm
295 Lafayette Street
First Floor
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NEIGHBORHOOD TO EXPLORE: CHELSEA

Just beyond Baruch, the highlights of Chelsea
BY THOMAS CROCKETT
STAFF WRITER

Last week we looked at Baruch’s
very own backyard, Gramercy.
This week we’ll focus on our sister
neighborhood, Chelsea. Just take
a quick walk west on 23rd Street,
and you can find dozens of places
to eat, shop and explore. And for all
you environmentalists, you can also
find an earth-friendly dry cleaner!
Chelsea’s boundaries: Roughly
from 39th to 15th Streets, between
the Hudson River and Fifth Avenue.
RESTAURANTS
Better Burgers
178 8th Ave (at 19th St)
For all the burger lovers, check
out Better Burger. It offers a great
variety of burgers, hot dogs, fries
and salads. If you’re a health nut
and prefer organic food, they can
also help you with that.
Bright Food Shop
210 8th Ave (at 17th St)
Despite the small selection of
food, this restaurant is priced for
the broke college student. They
are also suited to the collegian, as
they have a wide range of beers and
wines. I highly recommend them if
you like a good cheap meal accompanied by a fine drink.
BARS & LOUNGES
Red Rock West Saloon
Corner of West 17th Street and
10th Avenue
For all you bar flies and loungers,
I have found this great bar on 10th.
It’s a fun place with good rock ‘n’
roll playing on the juke box, and
guys playing pool in the back. The
crowd varies depending on the
time you go, but on weekends it’s
generally filled with college students. Their beer selection is small
but good and the bartenders are always friendly. I recommend it after

a long day of classes as a place to
hang with a crowd of friends.
Flannery’s Bar
205 W. 14th St. (between Seventh and Eighth Aves.)
212-229-2122
“A dark-wood bar and furnishings, milky glass lights, and French
windows that open to the street
make this airy, eighties-born spot
one of the city’s handsomer Irish
pubs, even as it retains a tinge of
seediness.” (nymag.com)
The Park
118 10th Avenue (between West
17th and 18th St)
212-352-3313
The trees growing in the interior
of the club emphasize its uniqueness. This massive 1000-seat designer restaurant/bar is built in
what used to be a garage. Expect
brick walls, timber roof interior
and decoration by Mexican tiles,
swanky Italian furniture and, literally, a 30-foot tree. But, more importantly, The Park has a friendly
atmosphere and a cool bar.
NIGHTLIFE
Avalon
662 Sixth Ave., at 20th St
212-807-7780
Avalon is the revived Limelight,
created for dancing, DJ’s and cocktails.
Crobar
530 W. 28th St (between Tenth
and Eleventh Aves)
212-629-9000
“There are small rooms and
the main dance floor at this massive West Chelsea nightspot. In the
main space, crowds of glow-stickwielding twentysomethings and
shirtless Chelsea boys dance to
the world’s biggest D.J.’s, like Sasha
and Danny Tenaglia. Superbly crisp
sound systems make it easy to get
lost in the music, no matter where
you are.” (nymag.com)

THOMAS CROCKETT I THE TICKER

Chelsea’s various hidden attractions make the walk from Baruch worth it.
SHOPPING
Universal Gear
140 8th Avenue
Looking for a new outfit to go
clubbing? Well, as you wander on
8th Avenue you will find a nice variety of stores that can help. Universal Gear has a ton of hip clothes for
today’s male--this it just one.
Barney’s Co-op
236 W. 18th St (near Seventh
Ave)
212-593-7800
“Barneys industrial style Co-op
stores feature edgy, funkier styles
and accessories for men and women and have spawned scores of imitators.” (nymag.com)
Dia Center for the Arts Bookstore
548 W. 22nd St. (near Eleventh
Ave)
212-293-5540
(diacenter.org)
This contemporary art gallery’s
well-stocked bookstore carries lots
of unusual art books.

Fall Telefund
Starting September 11, 2006

MUSEUMS
Chelsea Art Museum
556 West 22nd Street
(212) 255-0719
Open Tuesday through Saturday
Noon to 6 pm; closed Sunday and
Monday.
Admission: $6 adults, $3 students and seniors, free for members and visitors 18 and under.
The Chelsea Art Museum is
committed to an exploration of “art
within a context.” This approach favors a program of exhibitions which
reflect contemporary human experience across a broad spectrum of
cultural, social, environmental and
geographical contexts.
THEATER
Joyce Theater
175 Eighth Avenue 19th Street
(212) 242-0800
(www.joyce.org)
The Joyce Theater Foundation’s
mission is to serve and support the

art of dance and choreography, to
promote the richness and variety of
the art form in its fullest expression,
and to enhance the public interest
and appreciation of dance and the
allied arts of music, design and theater.
SPORTS
Chelsea Piers Sports Complex
Piers 59-62, West 17th to West
23rd Streets (on West Side Highway
and 10th Ave)
If you have some free time and
enjoy playing sports, then Chelsea
Piers Sports Complex is the place
for you. There you can find virtually
any sport imaginable while enjoying the scenic view of the river and
piers.
Obviously, there is a lot to explore in Chelsea. Take my word for
it and have a look for yourself. Have
fun, kids!
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Arts

WHAT TO DO THIS WEEK FOR FREE ...
OR PRETTY DARN CHEAP

BY JACQUELINE CHANCER
ARTS EDITOR

Monday,
September 11
What: New York
Music: Bernstein,
Gershwin & Weill
Where: 32-01
Vernon Blvd.
More info: 712-956-1819

Tuesday,
September 12
What: The Bitter Poet
Where: The Peoples
Improv Theater (154
West 29th Street)
Cost: $5
More info: 212-563-7488

What: September 11
Memorial Concert
Where: Hanover Square
More info: 212-682-7945

Wednesday,
September 13
What: Clonan’s Variety
Comedy Show
Where: 433 West 34th St.
More info: 212-279-3446
What: “Marie Antoinette”
Where: French Institute
Alliance Francaise
More info: 646388-6682

What: The NYC
Where: The Peoples
Improv Theater (154
West 29th St.)
Cost: $5
More info: 212-563-7488

What: 9/11 Poetry
Reading
Where: Donnell New
York Public Library
20 West 53rd St.
More info: 212-977-1165

What: “Sosua” Exhibit
Where: Holocaust
Resource Center &Archives
(Queensborough
Community College)
More info: 718-281-5770

What: Laugh It Up!
Where: 18 Avenue B
Cost: $5
More info: 212477-2424

Friday,
September 15

Thursday,
September 14
What: Trelawny of
the “Wells” (runs now
until Sept. 16)
Where: American
Academy of Dramatic
Arts (120 Madison Ave.
and 30th St.)
More info: 212453-5340
What: Feast of San
Gennaro (runs now
until Set. 24)
Where: Little Italy
More info: 212768-9320
What: Gramercy Brass
Orchestra of NY in Concert
Where: Flatiron
Festival of Music
(23rd St. and 5th)
More info: 212255-3037

What: Cezanne to Picasso:
Ambroise Vollard, Patron
of the Avant-Garde
(runs now until January 7)
Where: The Metropolitan
Museum of Art
More info: 212-879-5500
What: Luminist Horizons:
The Art & Collection of
James A. Suydam
(runs now until
December 31 )
Where: National Academy
Museum (1083 5th Ave.)
More info: 212-369-4880
What: Kay Rosen’s
Exhibitions
(runs now until October 21)
Where: Yvon Lambert
New York (210 11th Ave.)
More info: 212-242-3611

Saturday,
September 16

Sunday,
Septmeber 17

What: Sikh Art: I
know No Stranger
(runs now until January 29)
Where: Rubin Museum of
Art (150 West 17th St.)
More info: 212-620-5000
What: Masters of
American Comics
(runs now until January 28)
Where: The Jewish
Museum (1109 5th Ave.)
More info: 212-423-3200
What: Mark Grotjahn
(runs now until January 7)
Where: Whitney Museum of
American Art (945 Madison
Avenue & 75th St.)
More info: 800-WHITNEY

What: Annual African
American Day Parade
Where: 111th St.
to 142nd St. (Adam
Clayton Powell Blvd.)
Cost: Free
More info: 212348-3080
What:
Annual
West
Side
County
Fair
Where: Riverside
Park South
Cost: Free
More info: 212408-0219
What: Lower East
Side Farmer’s Market
Where: Orchard
(Broome & Delancy)
Cost: Free
More info: 212226-9010

Beerfest: The goofy WBMB interview
BY GINA ALIOTO

Willie Nelson fan.
Nick Antoine: I noticed that in
the movie. What made you a WilIn the last week of August, a lie Nelson fan?
JC: I met him on the Dukes of
few members of WBMB Baruch
College Radio and I attended an Hazard set but I was a fan before
that too. He’s
advance screening
just a fun guy
of the recently reto hang out
leased film, Beerfest.
with. He’s conAfter laughing for
stantly firing off
two hours straight at
jokes and he’s
the hilarious movie
like your funny
starring and written
grandfather. He
by Broken Lizard’s
just likes to hang
Jay Chandrasekhar,
out really late
Kevin
Heffernan,
at night. He’s
Steve Lemme, Paul
always playing
Soter and Erik Stolsome new tune
hanske, I was excited
that he did in
to participate in an
the studio. He’s
interview with Direca very innovator/Writer/Actor Jay
- Jay Chandrasekhar tive artist; he
Chandrasekhar and
Writer/Actor Kevin
Beerfest movie director works with so
many different
Heffernan. The movie
people. Someis about two brothers who stumble upon Germany’s times I would say, “You know, I resecret competition of Oktoberfest. ally love this tune,” and then we’d
One can only imagine the unusual just be hanging out, having a little
obstacles they encounter when whisky or something, and then
they form an American team to he’d start singing it and I’d sing it
compete in the insane drinking with him.
NA: So what do you listen to,
games.
Although I had a couple of Kev?
Kevin Heffernan: I’m more of
ideas in mind for question topics, as soon as we sat down for the a Neil Diamond, Michael Bolton
exclusive interview, we found that kind of guy. [Much Laughter] ... I
the two intelligent and talented like those guys a lot … No, I’m a
comedic actors created a comfort- notorious classic rock kind of guy,
able yet spontaneous atmosphere which I get made fun of for a lot.
GA: It’s great drinking music,
that proved to be less of a formal
interview and more of a laid-back right?
KH and JC: Yeah!
conversation. There were constant
GA: The kind of music you
giggles and bright smiles from
both sides of the table. We’d like to hear in bars.
KH: Exactly! I guess that’s why
thank Jay and Kevin for their time
and give special thanks to Luke it’s grounded in my head.
JC: ACDC, we love ACDC.
Fontneau at Warner Bros. for graGA: Where are you from?
ciously supporting college radio
JC: I’m from Chicago.
and giving WBMB the opportunity
KH: I grew up in Connecticut.
to share in a most entertaining,
JC: We lived in New York for a
valued experience.
couple of years.
GA: Do you like New York?
Gina Alioto: So first, since we
JC and KH: Love it.
are representing Baruch’s radio
[Then, somehow on the topic
station, you have to tell us, what
of animals]
your favorite type of music?
NA: Did you ever go hunting?
Jay Chandrasekhar: I am a fan
JC: No, but if I ever had to kill
of The White Stripes. I’m also a
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

... So don’t just sit
around and smoke
bongs. You should
smoke bongs. But
don’t just sit around
and smoke bongs.

my own animals to eat, I’d probably
do it. But I don’t.
NA: If you had to choose your
cat or your dog and you had to eat
it, what would you go for?
JC: I’d eat the cat.
KH: Because you think it would
taste better?
JC: Nah, I just wouldn’t want to
eat my dog.
KH: If you had a dog.
JC: Well, I wouldn’t mind eating
the cat.
KH: I would think the cat might
taste better. I don’t know why.
NA: Well, I would think the cat
is harder to chase.
GA: This is what happens when
three guys start talking.

JC: Steve Lemme, one of the guys
we work with, his cat swallowed a
string of tinsel from the Christmas
tree and then over weeks, s**** it
out. And it was hanging out of his
a** and it would get longer, and
longer, and longer, and finally he
yanked it.
GA: Is that a true story?
KH: And then he ate the cat. No.
[laughs]
GA: So any words of advice for
the Baruch students?
JC: Uh, floss every day. Stay in
school.
KH: Get a camera. Shoot stuff.
JC: The best thing to do is to take
life into your own hands. Even if
you get lucky somehow and land

a show or get a part, it tends to be
short term. And if you can write,
you should, and then if you write,
you should shoot. And then you
can learn how to edit, all the materials are there. I mean, Macintosh
has this great editing program that
is incredibly cheap, comparably,
you know, if you’re really that good,
really that funny, really that smart,
you can show it. Get on Youtube.
com. It’s a much easier situation, I
mean, we’re all scowering You Tube
for new, funny people to work with,
so don’t just sit around and smoke
bongs. You should smoke bongs.
But don’t just sit around and smoke
bongs.

FringeNYC back by popular demand
BY JANA KASPERKEVIC
FEATURES EDITOR

During the last days of summer, theatre lovers had some of
the hottest opportunities of the
year to attend plays produced
as part of FringeNYC. The New
York International Fringe Festival, the largest multi-arts festival
in North America, amounts to
more than 1300 performances at
more than 20 venues. While the
festival as a whole is a production of The Present Company,
more than 200 companies get
together in New York to offer the
city 16 days filled with talent and
extreme energy that has been described as “contagious.”
For FringeNYC to take place,
about 800 volunteers and 4500
artists work long, hard hours to
pull everything together. In fact,
if it wasn’t for the volunteers
FringeNYC might have never
taken place, according to Elena
K. Holly, the Producing Artistic
Director for The Present Company. When first contemplating
the idea of Fringe Festival in New
York and trying to turn the idea
into reality, The Present Company held “town meetings” back
in 1996.
“More than 350 of [New York-

ers/volunteers] came to that first
town meeting. ‘There’s no getting
out of this thing now’ I thought
to myself. That was the mandate
from our community. FringeNYC was born,” Holly writes in
the FringeNYC commemorative
guide.
Since the very first FringeNYC
in 2002, audiences have been
loyal in demanding more every
year. FringeNYC was even strong
enough to overcome the obstacle
of the 2003 Blackout and continued on as the audience came to
see the shows that were postponed due to the lack of electricity. About 70,000 members of audience enjoy the plays featured
in the festival.
This year’s fifth annual FringeNYC was held from Friday,
August 11th through Sunday,
August 27th, 2006 with performances from 2 pm to Midnight
on weekdays, and Noon to Midnight on weekends. If you have
missed this year’s festival, don’t
worry. This year, producers John
Pinckard and Britt Lafield are
giving Fringe audiences a second
chance to view some of its favorites of FringeNYC 2006 award
winners by holding an inaugural
FringeNYC Encores series.
“One of the great thing about

FringeNYC is that it creates this
unique atmosphere in which really exciting work can get a level
of attention that would otherwise
be impossible. The unavoidable
downside is that just as your
word-of-mouth has caught fire,
your run is over,” stated producer
John Pinckard in the Encores
press release. “We wanted to
give a handful of worthy shows
a chance to be seen by more
people. These actors, directors,
writers and designers have all
worked so hard and deserve an
encore.”
This new annual series will
feature more than a dozen works.
This year’s FringeNYC Encores
will include: Billy the Mime,
Danny Boy, Diving Normal, I Was
Tom Cruise, In Transit, Mike’s
Incredible Indian Adventure,
Never Swim Alone, Open House,
The Penguin Tango, Perfect Harmony, Rainy Days & Mondays,
and Walmartopia.
The Encores of these plays are
an event not to be missed. Those
interested should hurry since
FringeNYC Encores will only run
from September 5 to September
24. The tickets are $18. For more
information visit www.fringenycencores.com.
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60’s musical SHOUTs!
BY JACQUELINE CHANCER
ARTS EDITOR

Do you remember white leather
platform boots and miniskirts, listening to the Beatles and Woodstock? Do you remember how every girl our age was obsessed with
Mick Jagger? Chances are, probably not. But whether you grew up
in the ‘60s or not, SHOUT! The Mod
Musical lets you experience it first
hand.
For many of us, our only glimpse
of the ‘60s has been from Austin
Powers films and re-runs of shows
like The Wonder Years. But, according to SHOUT!, which is now playing off-Broadway at the Julia Miles
Theater, there was so much more to
this time period than groovy GoGo boots.
SHOUT!, created by Phillip

George and David Lowenstein, is
a coming of age story of five young
women in London during the ‘60s.
It’s a cute tale recounting momentous events in their lives as they
mature. Like sand through the
hourglass, SHOUT! tracks the days
of the character’s lives through a
popular women’s magazine. The
musical makes important cultural
references, from pot to the Pill. The
show is perfect for young girls, who
are yet to reach this stage in their
development and for those who
have lived through it.
It’s a silly musical, one purely
for entertainment purposes. There
are many laughs, but not much insight. The musical’s only attempt
at depth is near the end, when the
characters realize that the magazine they have grown up with is
antiquated and not suitable for the

issues they face on a daily basis. Although there is a lack of character
development and each woman is
rather one-sided, when put together they create a complete person.
It’s fun to sing-along to all the hits
of the ‘60s from “Downtown” to
“Son of A Preacher Man.” I recommend you leave the boys at home,
gather up the girls and head for the
theater. Shout! The Mod Musical
is a shout out loud event not to be
missed.

SHOUT! The Mod Musical
Julia Miles Theater (424 W 55th St.)
Run time: 90 minutes
Tickets: $55
For more info call:
212-239-6200

MOVIE REVIEW

Here comes the sunshine
BY NATALIA DIAZ
MANAGING EDITOR

By the end of a hot summer
packed with Hollywood action
flicks like Superman Returns, Pirates of the Caribbean, and Snakes
on a Plane, there is nothing like a
feel-good film to ease you into the
fall season. The Sundance favorite,
Little Miss Sunshine, is sure to win
you over with the Hoover family’s
charming and sometimes ridiculous misfortunes.
The Hoovers, a dysfunctional
family, set out on a family trip from
Albuquerque to Redond Beach,
California, where 7-year-old Olive, played by the oddly charming
Abigail Breslin, is participating in
the Little Miss Sunshine beauty
pageant. Unlike most pageant girls,
the headband-wearing, basketballplaying Olive is not your every-

day beauty, however, that doesn’t
stop her from dreaming. Olive’s
foul-mouthed
heroin-addicted
Grandpa (Alan Arkin) trains her
for the competition. Also joining
the strange combination of individuals on the family trip is Olive’s
rebellious brother Dwaine (Paul
Dano), who “hates everyone” and
whose vow of silence has lasted
nine months. Uncle Frank (Steve
Carell, NBC’s The Office and The
40-Year-Old Virgin), a recovering
suicidal who is the self-proclaimed
No.1 Proust scholar in the country,
his sister – Olive’s mother – Sheryl
(Toni Collette) and her husband,
Richard (Greg Kinnear), idealistic
motivational speaker on the verge
of a career takeoff – or plummet
– make up the rest of the cast.
Aboard the mustard yellow
VW bus, these characters undergo
many bizarre events, which results
in both comic relief and tears. The

LEFT OF THE DIAL
Floating on
the North
Atlantic

Tyler Byrnes
shows it’s
alright to Sell
Your Soul

BY ADRIENNE RAYSKI

BY JACQUELINE CHANCER

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

ARTS EDITOR

If you like your music loud, eager and energetic, The North Atlantic has bent over backwards to
offer you just that on their 11-track
release, Wires In the Walls. Merging indie rock with a grungy guitar
sound and fiery vocals from lead
singer Jason Hendrix, The North
Atlantic has slipped into their own
unclassifiable genre via this album.
The music is animated from the
album’s first breath - sometimes
to the point of exhaustion - but
in between Hendrix’s breathless
scream-singing lie some very provocative instrumentals, reminding
me of indie favorites like Minus the
Bear, Cursive, and sometimes even
Death Cab for Cutie.
When the band slows down
briefly in tracks like ‘Scientist Girl’
and allows for its sunny chorus to
chime in, I began to appreciate
Wires in the Walls as more than just
another indie album that throws a
bunch of different musical qualities
together. At times, their sound is all
over the place but this mid-album
breather seems to put things back
together. Similarly, ‘Bottom of this
Town’ exposes a softer side to The
North Atlantic that gives deeper
substance to this release.
While The North Atlantic may
not be legendary musicians, their
lively sound is fun enough to get
the dance party started. Wires in the
Walls certainly has the potential to
become a staple album for hipsters
and indie rock elite.

Although Tyler Byrnes claims
to have “Sold [His] Soul to the
Sun,” it is plain to see from his follow-up album that he is no sellout. Today in the music industry,
it’s difficult to steer away from
the mainstream, especially when
most artists are more concerned
with gaining immediate fame and
popularity than with creating a
meaningful and lasting influence.
But Byrnes stays true to himself
and his music.
His songs are a mixture of rockinfused, romantic ballads, which
are reminiscent of such popular
artists as Coldplay and OkGo. But,
unlike these bands, Byrnes’ music is more complete because of
his unique integration of instrumentals that seem to highlight his
thoughtful lyrics.
Byrnes’ voice is intoxicating
and listening to one of his more
somber ballads will have you
drunk with lustful sorrow. With
songs like ‘Heaven’ and ‘Goodbye’, Byrnes will leave you longing
for more.
In an industry comprised of
highly synthetic rhythm and careless words, a musician like Tyler
Byrnes is highly sought after by
music connoisseurs. Don’t be
surprised if you soon start to hear
him on the radio because with
Tyler Byrnes’ new album, you
are sure to find something worth
hearing.

film documents a bittersweet journey, filled with moments of failure
and tragedy, allowing the audience
to better identify with the characters. From pushing a broken bus
across the desert to shattered careers to death, we learn to sympathize with each character’s failure.
Despite adversity, the Hoovers
finally reach the somewhat disturbing, if not absurd, children’s
pageant. Not to spoil the end of
the movie, I will say that you are in
for a surprise. In the shocking talent competition that had everyone
in the theater busting with laughter, Olive shows why being true to
oneself is the key to happiness. The
family may not have accomplished
all of their dreams, but Little Miss
Sunshine is not a movie about triumphs but rather about overcoming failure, and, at that, the Hoovers
have succeeded.

Talk about predictable:
Snakes on a Plane a snore
BY STACEY KOROLKOVA
STAFF WRITER

I am, of course, referring to the
movie. Why I actually went to see
it requires more explanation. I was
dragged there by my videographer
boyfriend, who went himself partly in support of anything Samuel
L. Jackson and partly because he
couldn’t believe this film was released. But I wish I didn’t.
Let me walk you through the first
10 minutes. A young man (Nathan
Phillips) on vacation in Hawaii witnesses the murder of a crime lord’s
victim. Crouching in the bushes,
his heart pounding, seeking to
evade the eyes of the mobster, he
suddenly makes a mad dash for
his motorcycle – a genius strategy
which completely exposes him to
the crime lord and his minions.
“Kill him!” cries the ringleader, and
his bodyguards dash off (of course,
unable to capture a civilian).
Enter FBI Agent Neville Flynn
(Samuel Jackson). After coercing
Sean Jones to testify against the
assassin in Los Angeles, Flynn becomes San Jones’ protector. But of
course, there aren’t too many ways
to get from Hawaii to the mainland.
Enter plane. And guess who enters
next. That’s right – the snakes.
You can probably predict the
rest. Samuel Jackson - “I am SICK
and TIRED of these mother-!@#$%^
SNAKES, on this mother-!@#$%^
plane!” – battles crates of cobras,
rattlesnakes and even an anaconda. The snakes win in the bringingthe-gore department. You name it,
they bite it – arms, butts, gonads,
eyes. Neither 200-pound matrons
nor pudgy-cheeked schoolboys are
spared. Swollen bodies litter the
screen as a plane cabin turns into a
mausoleum.
But sadly, the dialogue is even
more nauseating than the visuals.
Clichés fall faster than the snakes
from the overhead compartments.

WWW.ROTTENTOMATOES.COM

Sam Jackson is barely fazed by snakes.
While Flynn barks instructions like,
“Do what I say and live,” Jones attempts heroism of the ‘It’s-all-myfault and Woe-is-me!’ kind. Clichés
also permeate the plot. Bad guys
die, while good guys live.
Nonetheless, this piece of cinema possesses endearing characteristics. The passengers are as diverse
as the snakes: a sellout rapper with
his buddies-turned-bodyguards,
horny honeymooners, a martial
artist, two elementary school kids,
a young mother with her child, a
fat lady and a ditsy heiress with a
puppy. Eventually, you almost care
whether they live or die.
During the film, I couldn’t shake
the feeling that this was some kind
of a spoof. Writers Heffernan and
Guttierez must be amazed that a
film of this lack of caliber, with its
corny plot, got a budgetat all not to
mention Samuel L. Jackson to star
in it.
If you’re into Animal Planet
gone Tarantino, and consider Scary
Movie top-tier entertainment, go
see it. If not, I suggest you save your
dollars. And, gentlemen, resist the
urge to bring your girl. You’ll enjoy
the experience much more surrounded by buddies who consider
“Jackass” to be quality cinema.
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Spotlight on seven new faculty members
BY PETER SIPSAS
STAFF WRITER
Among the thousands of incoming freshmen adapting to Baruch’s
urban campus, there is another
group of fresh faces: a new faculty.
This year, Baruch obtained 25 newly tenured or tenure-track faculty
members. Get to know a little bit
about them here.
DR. WILLIAM
MILLHISER
Assistant Professor
of Management
Operations
Management, Ph.D
(Case Western
Reserve University).
Mathematics,
M.S.T. (University of New Hampshire).
Industrial Engineering, B.S. (Lehigh University).
As the new Assistant Professor
of Management, Dr. Millhiser began teaching at Baruch on the first
day of classes. Dr. Millhiser, however, is no stranger to the classroom;
he has been teaching for the past
11 years. Before that, he worked as
an analyst for AT&T, until he quit
his job to become a ski instructor
in Utah.
“It was through teaching skiing
that I realized I loved teaching and
embarked on a path that led me to
Baruch 12 years later.”
The
self-described
“Jersey
Boy,” who now resides in Chelsea,
is particularly passionate about
the queueing theory: the study of
mathematical models that describe
how people wait in line.
DR. ELISSA
GROSSMAN
Assistant Professor
of Management
Ph.D, M.B.A.(
University of
California,
Los Angeles).
M.Sc (London School of Economics).
B.A. (Harvard University).
Another new Assistant Professor of Management, Dr. Grossman
just moved to Manhattan from Los
Angeles. While she was a Ph.D student, she taught Organizational Behavior at several colleges throughout California.
“An interesting, random fact
about [one of these colleges] is that
it was a mental institution before
it was a university – rumored to be
the inspiration for the Eagles’ ‘Hotel California.’ Bars were still on
some classroom windows!”
At Baruch, Dr. Grossman hopes
to create a great classroom environment for students and publish
some high quality research papers.
DR. DAVID
BRODHERSON
Information
Services Librarian
M.L.S. (Queens
College). City &
Regional Planning,
Ph.D. (Cornell
University). Art
History, M.A. (U. of
Chicago). Art & Art History, B.S. (Utah State U.)
A former professional athlete,
Brooklyn-native Dr. Brodherson
considers Baruch’s undergraduate
students to be “serious, curious,

gracious and hard working.” He
thinks Baruch is a great place to get
an education in a large city.
His academic passions include
the history of architecture and urban development, airport development and the history of libraries.
Dr. Brodherson explains that he
still periodically competes in skiing
and rowing: “More recently, in a
circuit for older athletes, I periodically compete. Last season, I rowed
competitively.”
DR. THOMAS
S. LYONS
Lawrence N. Field
Family Chair of
Entrepreneurship
Urban & Regional
Planning, Ph.D
(U. of Michigan).
Urban Studies,
M.A. (Loyola U. of Chicago). History, Political
Science B.A., cum laude (Butler U.).
Dr. Lyons was most recently
teaching and directing the Master of Urban Planning Program in
the College of Business and Public
Administration at the University of
Louisville. While there, he was pursuing research in the field of entrepreneurship.
“I am passionate about the value
of entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial thinking to our economy
and society. From a research perspective, I am keenly interested in
the role entrepreneurship plays in
wealth building and economic development.”
Dr. Lyons is so passionate about
entrepreneurship that one of his
stated goals while at Baruch is, “…
to spread the word about the incredible value of entrepreneurship
to students throughout the College.”
CARLA BELLAMY
Assistant Professor of Sociology/Anthropology
Ph.D, M. Phil (Columbia U.). M.T.S. (Harvard
U.). Certificate in Hindi, Advanced
(American Institute of Indian Studies, New
Dehli). B.A., cum laude (St. Olaf College).
Born and raised in Ballstop
Spa, an upstate New York town
near Saratoga Springs, Bellamy has
just begun teaching at Baruch.
“When I interviewed at
Baruch, I sat in on a class being
taught by my colleague Professor
Ken Guest. I am sure that the
[participation] was due in part to
his teaching style, but I was still
very impressed with how articulate
and opinionated Baruch students
were–they spoke with conviction.”
“Mass media doesn’t have the
time–or perhaps the inclination–to
explore what religion means in
other cultures or even in American
culture; I think that studying
religion as an anthropologist is
one of the best ways to understand
what is actually going on in
‘religious’ conflicts in India and in
the world,” said Bellamy, whose
field work has mostly been within
the Indian Muslim community.
DR. SEAN CROCKETT
Assistant Professor in the Department
of Economics and Finance
Economics, Ph.D. (Carnegie Mellon University).
International Development Studies, M.A. (George
Washington University). Politics and Philosophy,
B.A.(University of Pittsburgh).

Born and raised in Lancaster
County, Pennsylvania, Dr. Crockett
comes from a modest background,
“My family had very modest financial means, so I had to work my way
through a public university education, a situation familiar to many
Baruch students.”
Dr. Crockett loves Baruch’s Vertical Campus and working in Manhattan.
He strongly urges students to
maintain a balance between work
and fun, adding that it’s easy to go
too far in either direction. “Take
more math classes!” he suggests.
“There are no longer many fields
in which you would not benefit
from a strong math background,
particularly if you decide to go on
to get a graduate degree. Whether
you major in economics, computer
science, psychology or philosophy, people who have strong math
and/or statistics backgrounds tend
to have more possibilities open to
them than those who do not.”
DR. RONG HUANG
Assistant Professor of Accounting
Management, Ph.D., Accounting, Economics
M.A. (University of Texas at Dallas).
Dr. Huang is the newest Assistant Professor of Accounting at
Baruch College and is interested

in understanding how accounting
information influences decisionmaking processes.
“The specific research areas are:
performance evaluation, business
valuation, value creation of intangible assets and capital market efficiency.”
At Baruch, Dr. Huang wants to
help students obtain knowledge
that will directly benefit their career in the long run and contribute
to the body of knowledge in busi-

ness and accounting fields.
Along with these seven new
faculty members this year, there
are many additions to our Baruch
teaching community, including
new professors as well as some
newly tenured and newly tenuretracked professors. We regretfully
are unable to include blurbs for all
of our new faculty members, but do
wish all of them the best of luck in
their careers at Baruch.

Other New Additions:
ACCOUNTING
Carol Marquardt
COMMUNICATION STUDIES
Rebecca Merkin
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS AND FINANCE
Craig Brown
Victor Martinez
LIBRARY
Harold Gee
Joseph Hartnett
Jin Ma
MARKETING
Ho Chao Chen
MODERN LANGUAGES
Isolina Ballesteros

MUSIC
Dr. Elizabeth Wollman
STATISTICS/CIS
Ronald C. Neath
PHILOSOPHY
Thomas Teufel
REAL ESTATE
Gerd Welke
SCHOOL OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS
Linda Bailey
Bin Chen
Deborah Balk
Sarah Ryan
Dorothy Shipps
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As time goes on:
9/11 remembered
ß CONTINUED FROM FRONT

Like everyone else she came to
realize the severity of the situation.
Like most people, a lot of students “The dust was everywhere and it
didn’t believe that it was actu- smelled really bad, they were givally true, that something like that ing out masks.” Many Baruch stuwould happen in American soil. dents alike remember details of
Then 15-years-old Marline Pierre what would otherwise had been a
said, “I had no idea what was hap- regular easily to be forgotten day.
With so many miracle stories
pening … as a New Yorker, I took
[the WTC] for granted and I never and people thinking of what could
went.” Now a junior, Marline re- have happened, it’s not surprising
grets never having gone before that Intsiful knew someone with
and like many others at first didn’t such thoughts. Her friend, who
worked in the second tower on
believe what was happening.
For many, what they were do- the 13 floor made it out alive. “He
said he saw a man
ing that day will
in a wheelchair
forever be in their
but kept going beminds as if it were a
cause he thought
countdown. Harry
of his kids and
Melo, a junior and
because of that he
also president of
made it out.” Such
ASEDOM said, “I
images are the
was in math class
ones that no one
when I found out. I
will ever forget.
didn’t believe it … I
If
he
had
was just so grateful
stopped to help
that no one I knew
personally
had
- Marline Pierre he might have not
made it out in time
died.” Many othvoices a common regret. but now he lives
ers like him to this
with that memory,
day still count their
and he lives with his regrets.
blessings.
Five years later we remember
Others like Ama Intsiful, a junior, experienced 9/11 up close the courage but we don’t forget
and saw unfold the devastating the fear we felt. 9/11 is not history,
events. “I was sitting in global his- perhaps to others it is, but to a New
tory when we heard a loud boom Yorker it will always be a constant
but we thought it was construction reminder. Gazing into the sky and
that was going on outside” she not seeing the towers proves that
today is indeed a different world.
says of her initial reaction.

I had no idea what
was happening …
as a New Yorker, I took
[the WTC] for granted
and I never went.

...and free textbooks for all
BY JANA KASPERKEVIC
FEATURES EDITOR

Tired of spending all your money on textbooks? Well, you’re not
the only one. The increasing prices
of textbooks are not just a concern
to students but the entire world
of academia and publishing. Still,
textbooks are tools that no student should be without, hence
the formation of the Liberating the
Textbook initiative. The company
behind this initiative is Freeload
Press
Freeload Press was formed in
2004 with a mission to provide
college students with affordable
textbooks. This company is a collaboration of academics, authors,
publishers and media executives
who work with a group of academic authors, reviewers, editors,
production specialists, marketers,
advisors and investors to bring
free textbooks to students.
“I’m delighted to work with
Freeload Press. This is a visionary
and forward looking group. As a
result, this has been a rewarding
authoring experience for me,” stated Dr. Don Edwards, University of
Georgia, Emeritus and Freeload
Press author.
Their mission is to liberalize
textbook market so that students
from all financial backgrounds
can use these important learning
tools. Freeload Press utilizes commercial sponsorship to be able to
offer these materials to students
for free. When students download their textbooks, certain pages
may contain advertisements from
sponsors.
If students grow tired of reading
their textbooks online, they can or-

der the print version of their book
for a reasonable price, which, according to Freeload Press, is “typically 65 percent less than competitive textbooks.”
In order to control server traffic, students have to first register on the web site, then they are
given access to download textbooks. Students can download up
to three textbooks per registration,
but are not limited to the number
of registrations. After each sign-up,
students are required to fill out a
short survey, which takes approximately five minutes to complete.
Freeload Press recommends that
students first check the titles available for download before registering due to the limited selection
of textbooks they currently have
available.
“We wish that [we had free textbooks for all courses from all publishers],” states the Freeload Press
homepage. “But as a newer company attempting to change the
textbook sales model, we can only
go so fast. We offer free textbooks
and study aids for select courses
in business, math and computer
applications. We also are adding a
variety of study aids and productivity tools.”
While this web site might not
be able to help Baruch students of
all majors, some might find it useful for their accounting, finance,
math and even psychology classes. Freeload Press also offers free
Excel study guides, which Baruch
students can use to study for CIS
exams. Freeload Press hopes that
they will be able to provide students visiting their Web site with
more books by next semester.

A comprehensive site
for Baruch freshmen
BY JANA KASPERKEVIC
FEATURES EDITOR
One of the greatest concerns
parents and students face as they
enter college life is whether they
will be able to excel in their studies. Every college, whether private
or public, commuter or not, wants
their students to succeed, Baruch
included. Therefore, Baruch, just
like many other colleges, tries to
provide its incoming students with
a variety of tools to help them do
excel. One such tool is the Freshman Year Program Web site.
In a recent issue of About Campus, the publication dedicated to
responsible education, author Marcia Roe Clark, an assistant professor in higher education administration at SUNY Buffalo, describes the
website as “a model of best practices in reaching out to new students’
parents.”
Clark’s article discusses the
challenges that are specifically
faced by students attending urban
commuter colleges, such as Baruch.
Due to the fact that commuter colleges don’t provide students with a
tight community feeling, students
have a tendency to feel isolated.
As opposed to some of the colleges
described by Clark, Baruch tries to
establish the community feel and
experience by placing freshmen
into block programs and forming
“learning communities” through
which students can make friends.
Baruch allows students to spend a
large amount of time together by
having them share the maximum
number of classes. Besides creating
communities for Baruch students
on campus, the college also tries to
establish a community of students
to involve their parents in their college experience.
“The powerful influences of

The Freshman Year Program web site can be reached
at http://www.baruch.cuny.edu/firstyear.
family and the increased prominence of family in traditional-age
students’ lives suggests that parents
and other family members should
be incorporated into the urban
college experience in as many formal ways as possible,” writes Clark.
“The web site includes a web page
addressed to parents, with links
guiding them through their son or
daughter’s transition to college in
the first year and beyond.”
The Freshman Year Program
is described as a “college-wide effort, embracing a range of activities
and initiatives, to provide entering students with a rewarding and
meaningful first-year experience.”
According to the web site, the program aims to “create a foundation
for each student’s success while
smoothing the freshman transition
into college.”
The web site for Freshman Year
Program includes web pages dedicated to students, parents and fac-

ulty members as well as important
links to various Baruch offices and
organizations’ websites. The parents’ webpage helps parents with
the three stages of their child’s college experience: making the transition into college, dealing with the
first year, followed by conquering
the next three years, or as the web
site refers to it, “Beyond the first
year.”
Students logging onto the students’ webpage can view information concerning orientation and
convocation, advice on first and
second semesters as well as transitioning into sophomore year. They
can also access the faculty page
and use it as a guideline for what
professors might focus on throughout the year. The faculty page also
contains information on freshman
seminar, learning communities,
Baruch Freshman Year Program
funded projects, the freshman text
and the associated study guide.
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Business

STOCKS TO WATCH

Upward trends suggest a good bet
BY ARI JAHJA
STAFF WRITER

DIVERSIFICATION VIA
RAILROAD AND GOLD STOCKS
Have you ever heard the quote,
“Don’t put all your eggs in one basket?” The same concept applies to
one of the keys towards successful
investing: portfolio diversification.
UNION PACIFIC CORP. (UNP)
Union Pacific Corp. is the largest railroad operator in the nation. It has a network that links 23
states in the western two-thirds of
the country and serves the fastest
growing U.S. population centers.
The company has had an impressive turnaround so far, as it is
boosting capacity and expanding
rail links to crucial ports to handle
surging freight volumes expected
during the peak time for shipping.
The peak season for shipping begins during the summer and runs
through fall, since retailers and
other importers move a lot of goods
to stores for pre-holiday sales.
According to the Union Pacific management, the rail is now
transferring more imported goods
directly to rail lines at ports, an
improvement over the standard
practice of freight being loaded
onto trucks and then rail lines. In

the second quarter, improvement
in efficiencies is reflected by an
operating ratio of 81.7 percent, the
company’s best record in the past
two years. Last year, finances were
strong with a ROE of 10 percent, interest coverage of roughly five percent and net profit margin of nine
percent.
In addition to double-digit revenue growth from agricultural,
automotive, intermodal, coal and
chemical shipments, Union Pacific
has been able to cover most of its
higher fuel costs through surcharges.
Recently the company reported
an impressive Q2 profit surge of
67 percent and raised its FY 2006
EPS guidance to $5.50-$5.60, inline with Wall Street estimates. In
terms of valuation, the stock’s forward P/E of 14.5 is slightly lower
than the industry’s 14.7 and S&P
500’s 17.3. The transportation sector has been a weak year-to-date,
but P/E expansion is possible as
long as the economy continues to
grow modestly.
YAMANA GOLD (AUY)
Yamana Gold is a more speculative stock than UNP. With a current market cap of $3.23 billion,
this miner is engaged in the acquisition, exploration, develop-

ment, and operation of precious
metal mining properties in Brazil
and Central America. Gold prices
have been robust this year, amid
the concerns of a weakening dollar, geopolitical tensions and rising inflation. This precious metal is
generally known as a hedge against
inflation. Although gold futures
are now trading at about $650 an
ounce on Nymex, it reached a 26year high of $732 on May 12.
With the recent wave of mergers and acquisitions in the mining industry, this company can be
a potential takeover target. The
recent acquisition of Glamis Gold
by Goldcorp is a good example.
While Yamana Gold still has negative earnings, the company has
no long-term debt and attractive long-term growth prospects.
When Chapada, its biggest copper/gold mine project in Brazil
is finished, the company should
start to be profitable. The company
is currently producing gold at intermediate company production
levels and is targeting annual gold
production of one million ounces
by 2008. The mean earnings estimated for the company this year is
$0.24 per share and is projected to
grow about 329 percent to $1.03 in
2007. With a long-term up-trend in
commodity prices, the reward/risk
ratio for Yamana Gold looks compelling.
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Promising teams in ‘06 college football
BY MORGAN GURFINKEL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

When the fall semester begins,
so does the college football season.
The players taking the field aren’t
paid employees; they are studentathletes representing their schools.
Sometimes that fact is obscured by
the media circus that surrounds the
sport, but these players share the
same academic responsibilities as
us. Lets take a look at the colleges
with the most talented student-ath-

letes, and who to look out for this
semester based on the most recent
AP poll.
Ohio State QB Troy Smith was
the first Buckeye in history to throw
2,000 yards and rush for 500 last
year. Wide receiver Ted Ginn Jr. has
athletic skills reminiscent of Reggie
Bush. Although they lost defensive
stalwart AJ Hawk and bruising Center Nick Mangold to the NFL draft,
they are this year’s top team.
Although Texas is ranked #2 in
the most recent AP poll, I think this

team is overrated. Vince Young was
instrumental to their national title,
and his loss unfortunately means
that this season will involve a rebuilding process. Texas will go as
far as their defense takes them.
USC faces an uphill battle after
losing Matt Leinart, Reggie Bush,
LenDale White, their star offenseive linemen Winston Justice,
and Taitusi Lutui to the NFL. Even
though USC won by 36 points in
week one over Arkansas, QB John
David Booty is inexperienced, and

the team will suffer as a result.
Notre Dame’s luster has been
restored since Charlie Weis took
the head coaching reins, and they
have two Heisman Trophy candidates at the helm. Quarterback
Brady Quinn is a superstar, and he
is a projected Top 5 NFL talent. His
favorite target, wide receiver Jeff Samardzija, is a two-sport star athlete
who was drafted by the Cubs in this
year’s MLB draft. This is my pick to
win the national championship.
Auburn had a remarkable 9-3

season last year considering their
losses of running backs Ronnie
Brown and Carnell (Cadillac) Williams. Look for this team to contend for the top spot.
Game of the week: #1 Ohio State
vs. #2 Texas. The storyline will revolve around Ohio State’s high
powered offense vs. Texas’ devastating defense. Although the game
will be played in Texas, I think Ohio
State will come away with the big
win. The game is Saturday, Sept. 9
at 8 p.m. on ABC. Watch it!

Super Bowl dreams for The Jets The Mets’ season so far
Our home teams are ready to
begin their quest for the Super
Bowl. Let’s preview our beloved
franchises’ seasons.
First, my beloved New York
Jets. I will go out on a limb and say
that this team will be going to the
Super Bowl. This year has been
stale for the Jets thus far. However,
I look forward to their rebuilding
through the use of young talent.
The Jets’ offensive line is young
but D’Brickashaw Ferguson and
Nick Mangold are going to develop into great linemen. There
will be many offensive errors but
those are to be expected from this
inexperienced group. I refuse to
discuss the Chad Pennington situation because I am afraid to jinx
him. Every time Pennington gets
sacked I don’t expect him to get
up. Patrick Ramsey never developed himself into the ace he was
expected to be in Washington, so
I don’t expect him to in New York
either.
In fact, I would love to see the
Jets play Brad Smith as quarterback because he has a rare versatility that brings a spring to the Jets
offense. Kellen Clemens, I believe,
still has some work to do but he

does have the talent to lead this
team in the future.
I don’t have too many concerns
with the Jets’ defense even though
John
Abraham is gone.
The Jets have
a good core
of
defensive
backs and a
solid defensive
line. The young
coaching staff
will also bring
a new discipline this sea- IGOR GORODETSKY
son. However, IGGY’S
I have to admit SPORTS
that the Jets SPEAK
look like a 6win team this year.
Now to the mighty New York
Giants—a team to be truly excited
for! The Giants could possibly
have one of the best defenses in
the NFL, led by their pass rushing
pro-bowlers.
With Michael Strahan and Osi
Umenyiora, opponents have to
work hard to protect their QBs. The
Giants have also reunited Antonio
Pierce and newly acquired La Var
Arrington. Arrington is a very dan-

gerous asset.
New pickups such as veterans
Sam Madison and R.W. McQuarters upgraded an average secondary to a strong core of backs. This
fierce defensive unit will let the
guys on the offensive side of the
ball do what they do best.
Eli Manning should have a personal best year if not a Pro-Bowl
year. Targets like Jeremy Shockey,
Amani Toomer, Plaxico Burress
and rookie Sinorice Moss will give
the Giants’ offense speed and reliability. When you mention reliability, Tiki Barber’s name immediately comes to mind.
Tiki Barber rushed for a franchise record breaking 1,860 yards
in 2005 and looks to repeat his stellar performance. Brandon Jacobs
will again be relied upon to bully
his way through the goal line when
the Giants are in the red zone.
Everything is set for the New
York Giants this year. Even in the
toughest division in the NFL the
Giants have all the weapons to win
the NFC east.
There it is. I wish the New York
fans and all other football fans
good luck this NFL season.

BY SEAN RYAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

At the beginning of the baseball
season, the New York Mets had a
simple goal to achieve: play well
enough to have meaningful games
in Sept., and possibly reach the
playoffs. As we approach October,
the Mets are the team to beat in the
National League.
We could assume they are destined to be World Champions but
if we look closer, we can see a team
with many flaws that may not be
championship caliber.
The Mets’ infield has been a
wrecking ball this season. Carlos
Delgado and David Wright broke
out of thier slumps and are poised
to crush the ball in the playoffs.
Jose Valentine has been the
surprise of the season at second
base, coming up with big hits every
game. Jose Reyes is the sparkplug
of the team, having an extraordinary season due to his speed and
energy. Reyes, Wright and Delgado’s youth and lack of playoff experience could lead to a problem,
however. This may cause tension
and stress that could ruin World
Series aspirations.

The Mets’ outfield has its share
of problems. Cliff Floyd has had
a horrible, injury riddled season.
Starting right fielder Xavier Nady
was traded in July for pitching help
and was recently replaced with
Shawn Green, a player that some
say is past his prime. The only silver lining has been the MVP season
Carlos Beltran has been having. He
bounced back from his abysmal
first season as a Met and has been
their best player in 2006.
The Mets’ pitching staff could
be their biggest concern. The
health of ace Pedro Martinez is
unknown. If he is healthy, the Mets
only have two pitchers to be confident in during the playoffs. After
Martinez and Tom Glavine, the
rotation will be filled with pitchers past their prime and untested
rookies. This could be a big problem come October.
Whatever happens in the playoffs, the Mets have had an amazing
season. They have achieved their
goals and they will make the playoffs. If they don’t win it all, they
will still be a playoff contender for
years to come. They have the best
bullpen in the league, so anything
is possible come October.
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Schedule
Men’s Soccer
9/13 – Baruch at John Jay 3:30 p.m.
9/16 – Brooklyn at Baruch 6 p.m.
Men’s Cross Country
9/16 – Baruch at NYU 10 a.m.
Women’s Cross Country
9/16 – Baruch at NYU 10 a.m.

September 11, 2006

Women’s Tennis
9/12 – Baruch at William
Paterson 4:30 p.m.
9/15 – Baruch at Brooklyn 3 p.m.
Women’s Volleyball
9/16 – Hunter at Baruch 10 a.m.
9/16 – CCNY at Baruch 2 p.m.

on the

SIDELINES
- from Baruch Sports Information

Upset at NYU Tournament
The women’s volleyball season
opener proved to be a major
upset as the Bearcats gave up four
games against tough opponents
such as Gallaudet University
of Washington, DC, upstate
SUNY Geneseo, Millikin and
NYU. “We’re a young team but
we’re not afraid to go up against
the tough teams,” said Sports
Information Director, John Neves.
Women’s Tennis
The women’s tennis team will
be playing its first CUNYAC
Conference match of the
season at Brooklyn College at
3 p.m. Baruch, who has not
lost to Brooklyn College in
two years, plans on walking
away from its first conference
match with a solid victory.

MEN’S SOCCER
MARINA SOBIYEVA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The men’s soccer team lost its
first game of the season on Sept.
6. The game was played against
William Patterson University at
Baruch’s home field in Maspeth.
The final score came out to 1-0 in
overtime after William Patterson
scored at 4:34 of the second overtime to give the visitors their third
consecutive victory.
Bryan McGough of William
Patterson managed to overcome
rookie keeper Nelson DiBastiano
for the sudden death goal, ending
the game just five minutes from
a draw. DiBastiano made an impressive debut with three saves for
the Bearcats.
William Patterson goalkeeper
Davis Casper recorded nine saves,
including several shots from sophomore striker Rafal Dziekanowski.
Dziekanowski had almost given
Baruch the lead 30 minutes into
the game, but his goal was called
off sides. Junior defender Vincent
Favara had almost put one in, but
the ball rolled across the penalty
area and missed just right of the
goal.
Last year, the Bearcats’ encounter with William Patterson University also resulted in a loss and the
final score of 3-0. This year, soccer
players felt very confident about
this game, saying that the team has
improved greatly since last season. Also, because this game was
the starter of the season a positive
outcome was very important to
the players. “It will set the tone for
the rest of the season,” said Christopher Contti. Christopher is a senior who has been playing soccer
since the age of five. “[This season
is] very special since it’s my last
year,” he said.
Despite the team’s loss, their
attitudes remained positive. “It
never feels good when you lose
but we had a very positive outcome in that we played very well
as a team,” said Thomas Murdoch.
Indeed, a positive mindset, and
not the final score, may become
most important in determining
the team’s success for the rest of
the school year.
Baruch will play its next game
this Saturday in Plattsburgh, New
York as they join in on the Cardinal
Classic hosted by 2005 NCAA Final Four team, SUNY-Plattsburgh.
Two Massachusetts schools, Laselle and Springfield, will open
the tournament at noon. Following will be the Bearcats against the
Plattsburgh Cardinals at 2:30 p.m.
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Bearcats put up a good fight but the Road Runners leave them in the dust.

Bearcats’ claws get cut
BY MICHAEL WURSTHORN
SPORTS EDITOR

The women’s volleyball team
put up a good fight against the older and more experienced Ramapo
College (5-0) on Thursday night, in
the ARC Arena. The undefeated college routed Baruch in their home
opener, in front of 200 spectators.
Ramapo easily took the first two
games from the Bearcats 30-24 and
30-21. The visitors managed to keep
one step ahead of Baruch, wearing
down the team and causing them
to make mistakes.
The Bearcats made a bid for a
late rally, winning the third game
30-21. Throughout the set, Ramapo
was consistently on the defensive as
Baruch’s Mariya Korobkova, Nicole
Baruffaldi and Kateryna Maslyuk
were relentless on the attack.
The Bearcats tried to keep up in
the fourth set, managing to overcome an early deficit and tying the
score at 20-20. The Road Runners,
however, shut down the Bearcats
offence and grabbed game four
with a score of 30-21. Sophomores
Brianne McCabe and Mariya Korobkova led the Bearcats, each
scoring 10 kills throughout the four
games. Maya Kagan pulled together
an impressive season, with a high
of 28 assists.
Many factors contributed to
the home opening loss for the
Bearcats. One being that the squad,
compared to their opponent is
very young. The team consists of
all sophomores, most being new to
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A drum line warms up the crowd before the Bearcats season opener.
the team this season. The team has
four players from the 2005 championship team, Alice Livermore,
Maya Kagan, Lizmarie Vasquez and
Staren Soanes. The rest of the team
is strengthened by a group of transfers such as Brianne McCabe from
Hofstra University, Mariya Korobkova from Staten Island, Dianna
Marks from F.I.T., and Nicole Baruffaldi from John Jay College.
Their inexperience playing together as a team proved to be the
most challenging hurdle to overcome in their season opening tournament at NYU last weekend. The
new head coach, Allison Gunther,

has been emphasizing the importance of playing as a team and communication throughout the game.
“We made a lot of improvements
from this weekend [NYU Tournament]. We played more as a team
tonight compared to last week, but
we need to cut the mistakes down a
lot. My philosophy is, keep the ball
in the air and make them mess up,”
said Gunther. “Every single time
we play, we find things to work on.
We’re learning quickly.”
These matches against nonconference teams are preparing the
Bearcats for a tough game on September 16th at the ARC Arena in Ba-

ruch’s first CUNYAC multi-match
session hosted at home. They will
face their tough CUNY Rivals, the
Hunter Hawks and the CCNY Beavers, two teams that are very determined to get back in the running
for the CUNYAC Championship.
Women’s volleyball will be
back in action this weekend at the
SUNY Old Westbury Tournament
on Long Island. They will Play
SUNY Farmingdale at 10 a.m. This
will be the Ram’s season opening
game against the Bearcats. Baruch
will also play Lincoln University at
noon; they have gone 0-5 since the
season began.

